The only original-rubbings based database worldwide

ǀChina Bronze and Stone Rubbings Collection澭

ǀInnovative Featuresǁ
ġ

˓The largest amount, widest scope, most complete bronze and stone
rubbings collection historically.
˓Make up for the document’ s vacancy from Yuan Dynasty to 21st century.
˓Four-layer classification of data helps to catch the overall content.
˓Select the best rubbings, check triply hard-to-identify characters,
accurately write commentaries.
ġ

߮Through history, philology, archeology, religious studies, ethology,
ġ

bibliology of ancient documents, literature and art.


221 BC—2000 AD, from Qin Dynasty to the 21st century

71,858 Imagesĭġ52 m. characters of Inscriptions/Commentary

The most complete collection of
excavations and relics across China/Taiwan
51,800 exclusive original rubbings initially announced

ġ

˩8QLTXHQHVV˪
It is based on
the first-hand
rubbings, rather
than the secondhand documents.

The Compilation Center for Chinese Classics and Archives Collation of Gansu Province (publisher)
United Digital Publications Co., Ltd. ( UDP, general agent in Taiwan)
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ǀMain Search Page澭


˰Original Rubbings and Full Texts of Interpretations˱

6 exact search fields: bronze/stone title, alternate title,
dynasty, reign title, commentary, full text of interpretation

Hard-to-identify
characters in full text
are shown as
“□””◊””….” 

Enlarge,
narrow, print,
download,
browse
commentary
on rubbings
images

Rigorous
commentary
Innovative
Four-layer
classification

Search results fields: bronze/stone title,
alternate title, dynasty, reign title, operate (click
commentary/ read/ save)

The Compilation Center for Chinese Classics and Archives Collation of Gansu Province (publisher)
United Digital Publications Co., Ltd. ( UDP, general agent in Taiwan)
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【China Bronze and Stone Rubbings Collection】content / phase
Phase
Phase

Qin, Han

2

Phase

3

Sui, Tang Song, Yuan Ming, Ching

Total

(221BC~220AD)

(220~589)

(581~907)

(960~1368)

(1368~1912)

Rubbings
/Literatures

178 kinds

1692

3578

1188

3364

10800 kinds

kinds

kinds

kinds

kinds

(stone)

Dynasties

1
Phase

Wei, Jin,

North- South
Dynasties Dynasties

Dynasties

Dynasties

66

1177

5752

805

2200

10500 kinds

kinds

kinds

kinds

kinds

kinds

(stone)

138 kinds

594
kinds

2309
kinds

663
kinds

6296

10500 kinds

kinds

(bronze/stone)

Dec., 2019

Rare
Total
Total
Initial
Literatures
Images Inscriptions Announcement
%
%

13528
tablets

15027
tablets

17303
tablets

8.28 million

60%

Highlights

40%

－

characters

9.96 million

66%

34%

characters

10.2 million

65.2%

34.8%

characters

￭Yu Youren’s
afterwords from
Northwest Minzu
university
￭Ningxia
Museum’s firstclass cultural relics
￭Collections from
Henan university,
Jinling Library,
Yangzhou Library
￭Rare stone
rubbings of
national minority

Phase

6000+

3000

4

kinds

kinds

Phase

5

Sum

－

－

1000
kinds

6000+ kinds (before Qin Dynasty)
4000 kinds (Qin, Han, Ming, Ching Dynasties)

10000 kinds
(bronze/stone,
including 6000
kinds of bronze
rubbings/literatures)
10000 kinds

(bronze/stone,
including 6000
kinds of bronze
rubbings/literatures)

15000
tablets

10.7 million

66%

34%

characters

￭Bronzes
￭Rare, overseas
rubbings
￭Bronzes

11000
tablets

12.8 million
characters

－

－

￭Stone rubbings
collected by
Shaanxi, Shanxi,
Shandong and
Hebei Provinces

51800 bronze/stone rubbings/literatures (52% initial), 71858 images, 51.94 million characters of inscriptions
(including 12000 kinds on bronzes and 40000 kinds on stones in which 80% on epitaph, 20% on cliff, stones reliefs and buildings, etc.)

